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Abstract: In the past few decades, long-term structural health monitoring (SHM) has garnered significant 

attention towards retrofitting and maintenance of large-scale structures. One of the issues with SHM is to 

analyze a large amount of raw and processed data that must be effectively managed using appropriate 

tools. Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a powerful data management and visualization tool that can 

provide a digital environment for obtaining, sorting, sharing and recalling the data. However the current BIM 

based software rarely go beyond the construction phase. BIM models are treated as static information 

sources that contain as-built data. The main objective of this research is to take a step forward from static 

towards dynamic BIM by managing and representing the data of SHM systems in real-time. The workflow 

developed in the study serves a three-fold advantage of online visualisation of data, real-time system 

identification and efficient decision making. First, a 3D model of a bridge is created in Autodesk Revit and 

raw vibration data is collected from the bridge using the instrumented sensors. Virtual sensors are created 

in the BIM model corresponding to the real sensor locations of the bridge and the associated measured 

(collected at different period of time) data are tagged to the virtual sensor to retrieve them in future whenever 

needed. Lastly, by integrating system identification within the BIM model, the resulting real-time modal 

parameters can be used for decision making. The proposed framework enables improved visualization of 

SHM results from different data sets and facilitates bridge owners in real-time tracking of the bridge 

conditions.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has been an invaluable tool for detecting anomalies in critical structures 

such as heritage buildings or highway bridges through the measured responses (Carden and Fanning 2004, 

Sadhu et al. 2017). Recently developed SHM techniques focus on collecting vibration data using 

inexpensive sensors without a significant interruption to traffic. Even though a structure may survive a 

natural disaster, its serviceability needs to be evaluated in a continuous basis within a network of sensors 

through long-term structural monitoring (Farrar and Worden 2003, Aktan and Grimmelsman 1999). 

Systematic interpretation of long-term monitored data can provide valuable information to diagnose and 

predict damages than visual inspection-based regular maintenance. This paper utilizes building information 

modeling (BIM) and leverages its visualization capability to develop an automated SHM tool for improved 

decision making of the infrastructure owners. 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of 

a structure (Ren et al. 2018). BIM is not only a computer aided design (CAD) tool but also a 3D modeling 

and information management framework with improved visualization capability. Traditional BIM focuses on 



 

   
design and life cycle analysis of a new building and its construction (Arayici and Aouad 2010). Data related 

to building models in design and construction phase is described using industry foundation classes (IFC). 

It constitutes a specification that provides descriptions to model data related to all phases of life cycle of a 

structure (Rio et al. 2013, Liebich et al. 2013). IFC model represents tangible building components such as 

walls, ceiling, door, windows and abstract entities such as activities, cost, time schedules, etc.  On the other 

hand, sensors are essential parts of SHM systems and can be represented in 3D BIM models to store SHM 

data. Recently, there has been significant effort in developing BIM-based SHM strategies. For example, 

Zhang and Bai (Zhang and Bai 2015) created a low-cost structural condition assessment device that used 

BIM computing environment for automated health management of civil structures. (Chen et al. 2014) 

achieved a dynamic BIM framework by developing a prototype to insert real-time data into the BIM model. 

A geothermal bridge deck-based de-icing system monitored with embedded sensors was used as a case 

study.  

(Delgado et al. 2017) formulated a standard data model to include and visualise performance-monitoring 

data directly to BIM models using a pre-stressed concrete bridge. The goal was to accurately represent the 

SHM sensory system including damage sensitive features within the object properties (Grosso et al. 2017). 

The authors demonstrated the linking of SHM data to sensor representations within the BIM model. In order 

to manage real-time sensor data and make the BIM model dynamic, Valinejadshoubi et al. (Valinejadshoubi 

et al. 2017) investigated how to link BIM with external data captured by the virtual sensors. Huston et al. 

(Huston et al. 2016) discussed about the integration of BIM and Repair Information Decision Making 

Systems with SHM that involves collection, storage, transmission and processing of information obtained 

from visual inspection reports, sensor data, design documents, etc.  

(Delgado et al. 2018) enabled the automatic generation of parametric BIM models of SHM systems and 

effective integration with other data sets. This study generated IFC compliant models that facilitate data 

exchange and long-term management of data from a fibre-optic sensor-based monitoring system. The 

potential of BIM in modeling SHM sensors and their optimal placement in a building was highlighted by 

(Valinejadshoubi et al. 2018). The current IFC schema does not support the full description of modelling 

related information. Therefore, the study by (Theiler et al. 2017) extended the IFC schema referred to as 

IFC Monitor that can facilitate the documentation of SHM systems. The proposed framework was validated 

by modelling a prototype wireless SHM and control. The proposed extension can model information related 

to aggregation of sensor node components and grouping of sensor nodes into sensor networks.  

Despite the broad spectrum of existing open standard data models, the available BIM models are 

inadequate to fully describe, manage and visualize condition assessment data. One of the major drawbacks 

is the lack of a standardized neutral exchange format for sharing information among the various data 

software. Problem arises when attempting to extract data from sensors in many different protocols and 

format that sensors in real-time. Most of the BIM-related research have focused on implementation related 

to strain sensors, however vibration-based sensors such as accelerometers have not been explored in the 

literature of BIM based SHM techniques. Moreover, systematic and real-time decision making of measured 

dynamic data is not yet implemented within the BIM software. In this paper, the authors integrated system 

identification within BIM platform to develop real-time decision-making tool for SHM. 

2 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

This section provides an overview of the proposed methodology implemented to visualize the SHM 

information within BIM. A web-based workflow is developed to automate SHM with the help of BIM for the 

maintenance of large-scale infrastructure. The approach uses Revit and MATLAB as base platforms to 

integrate the sensor information with the diagnostic results. The dynamic behavior of the structure is then 

analyzed using sensor data in MATLAB. The need for data exchange using different formats can be omitted 

as the process is web-based which features real-time integration of data from sensors. Unlimited amount 

of data can be extracted and processed without the need for high performance hardware using the cloud-

based approach. The collected data and system identification information of SHM are systematically 



 

   
embedded with the BIM software so that long-term health monitoring information can be visualized and 

used for maintenance and decision-making purposes.  

Accelerometers are used to collect the SHM data. In order to embed the sensor data in BIM environment, 

accelerometers are modelled as virtual sensors with the help of IFC properties. Furthermore, system 

identification of the collected data associated with any virtual sensor is performed using time-varying filter-

based empirical mode decomposition (TVF-EMD) algorithm. The details of the TVF-EMD algorithm can be 

found in the literature (Lazhari and Sadhu, 2019) and are not repeated here. Owing to its capability of 

analyzing a single sensor data associated with a virtual sensor, the TVF-EMD is adopted here to undertake 

system identification from the single-channel data. This is an automated and real-time implementation of 

condition assessment data of structures within BIM platform.  

 

Figure 1: Proposed framework of the BIM-based SHM tool  

 

Figure 1 shows the proposed framework that can automate the system identification and visualization of 

SHM data in the BIM environment. Firstly, a parametric 3D model of the structure is developed in Revit 

software. As the accelerometer sensors are not predefined in Revit, these are manually defined using the 

IFC property sets. On the other hand, the physical sensors which are connected to data acquisition system 

(DAQ), record the long-term monitored SHM data for structural condition assessment. The data file from 

each physical sensor is associated with the respective virtual sensor in Revit. System identification is 

performed using the TVF-EMD algorithm which is integrated in Revit model through MATLAB. The 

proposed framework has three-fold advantages of online visualization of data, real-time system 

identification and decision making by tracking identification results using data measured in different time 

periods. A case study is presented next to demonstrate the implementation of the developed framework.  

3 CASE STUDY 

The proposed framework is validated using a long-span bridge located in Thunder Bay, Ontario as shown 

in figure 2. This section demonstrates the application of proposed method developed in this study. The 



 

   
model developed in Revit is integrated with sensor information for SHM. System identification results of the 

SHM data are shown in a user-friendly format integrated with the visualization platform of Revit.  

 

 

       Figure 2: Large span bridge in Thunder Bay                Figure 3: BIM model of the instrumented bridge 

 

Autodesk Revit is used as a BIM tool to visualize the bridge model as shown in figure 3. Accelerometers 

used in this study are not predefined in Autodesk Revit. Therefore, these are manually created as a new 

Revit family and the corresponding sensor properties are defined within virtual sensors using IFC format as 

shown in figures 4 and 5.  

       

                         Figure 4: Virtual sensor                                                 Figure 5: IFC sensor data 

 

The bridge is instrumented with vibration sensors to collect long-term data for SHM (Barbosh et al. 2018). 

Ten sensors are placed along the walkway on the North side of the bridge and the sensors are set up to 

measure uniaxial vibration in the vertical direction. Data collection is performed through DAQ by connecting 

it with sensors using BNC cables and with a laptop using a USB cable. A number of vehicles travelled 

across the bridge at varying speeds during the tests. The duration of each test is between 30 seconds and 

2 minutes and a sampling frequency of 500 Hz is used. As shown in figure 6, sensors are installed on the 

walkway, located close to one side of the bridge.  



 

   

    

Figure 6: Sensors and DAQ placed on the sidewalk         Figure 7: Virtual sensors in the BIM model 

 

The SHM data collected by the sensors and MATLAB scripts (Mathworks, 2018) are linked with the virtual 

sensors modelled in Revit as shown in figure 7. By selecting a sensor, its related properties are shown in a 

property box which includes sensor serial number, time of data collection, SHM data sheet, sampling 

frequency of the DAQ, MATLAB link and measurements. Through MATLAB link, the user is taken to an 

online portal of MATLAB that performs system identification using the measured data assigned to a 

corresponding virtual sensor of the bridge at any given duration of data. In this way, the proposed framework 

enables automated visualization and long-term monitoring of the bridge.  

4 RESULTS 

The DAQ file, containing data collected by a single accelerometer, is a text file shown in figure 8. This file 
is linked with the virtual sensor of the BIM model for the bridge and can be accessed by clicking on the 
datasheet linked in the virtual sensor properties box as seen in figure 9. This text file is also uploaded in 
the MATLAB portal on the web along with the MATLAB scripts required for the TVF-EMD method (Lazhari 
and Sadhu, 2019). As the user clicks on a virtual sensor in the BIM model, its respective properties box 
gets highlighted which can be seen in figure 9. All the sensor information can be found in this box. By 
clicking on the datasheet link, the user is taken to the raw data file linked to the respective sensor in figure 
8. Furthermore, upon clicking MATLAB link, the user is taken to the online MATLAB Portal that contains 
the necessary codes to analyse the data shown in figure 9.  

 

Figure 8: Visualization of the acquired data  



 

   

       

Figure 9: Execution of system identification within Revit using MATLAB’s online portal  

 

The framework presented in this study is used to perform the modal identification using a single sensor 
measurement. The proposed method successfully extracts the mono-component modal responses. The 
resulting intrinsic mode function (IMF) components (i.e. extracted modal responses) can be seen in figure 
10 obtained from the TVF-EMD method. After finding the modal responses, auto-correlation function of the 
modal responses can be used to extract the damping ratio. The identified frequencies and damping ratio 
values obtained from a typical sensor using the TVF-EMD method are tabulated in table 1.  

 

Figure 10: Fourier spectra of the IMFs from two virtual sensors 



 

   
Table 1: Identification Results  

Mode# 1  2 3 4 

Frequency (Hz) 2.65  3.71 7.78 11.59 
Damping ratio (%) 0.42  0.30 0.14 0.096 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study is intended to develop a fully adoptable work flow for the maintenance of infrastructure. A web-

based work flow is developed to automate the long-term monitored SHM data with the help of BIM. The 

need for data exchange using different formats can be omitted as the process is web-based which features 

real-time integration of data from the sensors. Unlimited amount of data can be extracted and processed 

without the need for high performance hardware of any cloud-based approach. With the approach based 

on the internet that does not require a list of software to be installed in each computer, it improves the 

software interoperability and thus frequent communication which is required on transportation 

infrastructure. Accelerometers used for the vibration data and embedment of such data with BIM are 

attempted in this study. Furthermore, system identification of the collected data is integrated within the BIM 

model. Integration of BIM and SHM through a cloud-based service provides a user-friendly interface as well 

as better diagnosis of the structure. Real-time system identification, online visualization of data and efficient 

decision making are the main contributions of this case study. It is an effort to create a model that shows 

the sensor information and system identification results of data measured at different periods of time. Such 

model can be used to predict the behavior of the structure whether a rehabilitation is needed in the near 

future or not. 
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